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Kiss study overview
Can we “work around” downlink
constraints using advanced
computing?
Three tracks:
1. Drivers
2. Retrospectives
3. Pragmatics
~35 participants from Lockheed,
Amazon, APL, JPL, Caltech, and many
others

Kiss study overview
We talked about Mars a lot!
(we have data to talk about)
This talk: Capability oriented
• Remote instrument model
• Extensions to:

• Smart instruments
• System-level infrastructure
• Campaign-accelerating orbiters

The report: Capability + Scalability +
Feasibility
Caveat: represents my view of the study

Remote instrument model

Mariner IV

“Once a DSN station has received Mariner's message, the magnetic tape on
which it is printed will be sent to Pasadena by courier or mail and the same
message will be relayed by teletype. And because it takes so long to playback
each picture, two Deep Space Network stations may receive parts of one
picture. … Project officials at JPL plan to immediately release to the public the
first pictures after they have gone through this process. If all goes well, this
could be within 36 to 48 hours after Mariner begins taking the pictures at
about 8:00 p.m. EDT July 14. “

https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news.php?feature=6073

Remote instrument model
HiRISE

Process is much the same, but with more automation of couriers / colorizing

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter completed
60,000 orbits at Mars at 5:39 p.m. UTC
on May 15, 2019.
MRO remains operational and is the
second longest-lived spacecraft to orbit
Mars, after 2001 Mars Odyssey.
DSN / Comms returned > 300 Tb of
images.
Still, “only” 4% of Mars imaged in high
resolution

https://mars.nasa.gov/mro/mission/instruments/hirise/

Remote instrument model
∞

• Of all the data we could
collect, we typically collect
only what we want to send
• This is fine (extraordinary)

Extending the remote instrument model

• First AI-detected “fresh impact”
• "It wouldn't be possible to process over
112,000 images in a reasonable amount of
time without distributing the work across
many computers," said JPL computer scientist
Gary Doran in the release.
https://mars.nasa.gov/news/8765/ai-is-helpingscientists-discover-fresh-craters-on-mars/

• AVIRIS (-ng) succeeded in automated
detection of Methane from observations of oil
wells
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0034425716301250

Kepler concept
• Downlink “small” data as normal
• Store entire focal plane onboard
• Synthetic tracking to find moving
objects
• (Joe Lazio)

Smart Instrument Model
• Push some analysis to the
instrument
• Continue normal process
• Benefit from extra cues,
context, or bonus detections
The Onboard Cartographer
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Observe often, locate landmarks, survey features, and
compare over time (albedo, position, size, shape, etc)

Image to downlink

Budget:

FY21: $450k, FY22: $450k
JPL: $400k, USGS: $50k

∞

Low Latency/
Smart Instrument

Context / Alerts

• Increasingly about combined
data sources (e.g., MRO)

https://pubs.geoscienceworld.org/msa/ammin/article/101/6/13
89/41209/High-concentrations-of-manganese-and-sulfur-in

“Astroinformatics”

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12145-010-0055-2

Observing System in the Sky
• Capture more, see more
• Combine instrument feeds at system
level
• Store data for later (re) processing
• Leverage cues / alerts to summarize
• Still downlink the <1 % of available
observations just like today

Smart
Instruments
and Systemlevel daemons
Cues / Alerts
Requests / Subscriptions

Observing System in the Sky

Multiple sensory inputs combined to track dust devils on the Martian surface
Thousands of dust devils and hundreds of cratering impacts per sol

Credit Prof Robyn Woollands (UIUC)

Observing System for Constant Change Mapping
Reference

Coverage

Resolution

Bands

Volume

Cadence

Rate
(Kbps)

HiRISE [1]

4%

~1m / pixel

3

268 Tb

15 years

556

CTX [2]

99%

200m / pixel

1

62 Tb

15 years

131

CRISM (targeted)
[3]

~1%

15 m / pixel

~100

7 Tb

15 years

14

CRISM (untargeted)
[3]

~100%

100m / pixel

<50

10 Tb

15 years

21

Proposed

Coverage

Resolution

Bands

Volume

Cadence

Rate
(Kbps)

Imaging
Spectrometer [4]

100%

30m / pixel

200

2,000 Tb

4x / year

>253,000

Visible Imager [1]

100%

1m / pixel

3

6,700 Tb

1x / year

>212,000

A global map represents more data than
ever returned from Mars, and is within a
few generations of storage capacity.
With kbps downlink, this might be the
only way

• “Interesting, Send me a rectified gif”

Campaign Orbiters
• Several onboard data sources
• Long history, large extent
• Combined information sources
to answer reconfigurable
science questions as
understanding evolves

Data fusion whitepaper [2020] & Astroinformatics
whitepaper [2009]

Many thanks to the Keck Institute for Space Studies for their generous support

Recent Data Science Highlights
Deep Learning for
Methane Point Source Detection

Machine Learning Assist to
Predicting Hurricane Intensity
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Reduced latency from
3 months to 48 hours

Improved forecasting in the
Atlantic basin to >70%

